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1.Introduction

Woo algebra is a particular generalization of the Virasoro algebra which contains fields
of conformal spins 2,3, ...,oo [1]. Virasoro algebra is a special truncation of li'^, algebra
containing only the spin-2 field: the 2D energy momentum tensor. The importance of
Virasoro algebra in string theory is well known. Virasoro algebra also arises as a symmetry
group of the KdV (Korteveg-de Vries) hierarchy which, in turn, plays an important role in
the study of non-perturbative 2D gravity coupled to minimal conformal matter [2].

It is natural to search for a higher spin generalization of Hie Virasoro algebra which may
lead to a H-'-string theory containing massless higher spin fields in target spacttime [3]. This
would mean a dramatic enlargement of the usual Yang-Mills and diffeomorphisin symmetries
in spacelime. A more immediate application of Woe, symmetry is based on the fact that it
arises as a symmetry group of the KP (Kadomtsev-Petviashvili) hierarchy [4,5], which is
expected to be closely associated with 2D gravity coupled to a c = 1 matter, i.e. siring in
one dimension. Furthermore, a certain contraction of Woo, known as ii>oo [6,7] emerges as
a symmetry group in the study of self-dual gravity, which can be formulated as the .5/(00)
Toda theory [8], as well as the natural background for the critical N = 2 superstring (9|.

In this review, we begin by recalling the field theoretic realisation of the Virasoro algebra.
We then outline the generalisation of the construction for Woo and VV'i t c c algebras [10]. For
completeness we also describe the super W^ [11] as well as the topological W^ algebras [12].
Contraction of super Woo down to super tooo algebra is discussed next. We then decsribe the
analog of the 2D Lagr&ngian C = \yf^hhx'di<t>dj<j> (in a gauge in which the Weyl symmetry is
fixed) which has local utw symmetry, and is referred to as wx. gravity. A similar construction
of Weo gravity [14] is also reviewed. We conclude by summarising some known facts about
various applications of Wx symmetry.

2. Virasoro Algebra

Let us recall how the Virasoro algebra arises in the context of a 2D conformal field theory
of a free complex scalar <fi. The normal ordered energy momentum tensor is given by

T(t) = - : d<fi(z)dV'(z) :
(1)

The confoimal spin j of a (chiral) field $(*) is defined by

,<J) f)$

Using the two-point function

(z — w)1 z — w

'(w) log(z-w),
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a simple coinpntation involving the use of Wick rules and Taylor expansion yields the fol-
lowing well known operator product expansion (OPE):

+

z-w (z-
(z-w)* (4)

Comparing with (2), we sec that T(z) indeed has conformal spin 2. In terms of the Fourier
modes defined by

(6)

one deduces the Virasoro algebra with cental extension c = 2:

[Lm,Ln\ = ( m - n ) £ m + l l + —(m3-m)«m+Bio.

(For a detailed description of this calculation, and of conformal field theories in general,
see the excellent review by Ginsparg [15]). The associativity of OPE garanties that the
Jacolii identities are satisfied by this algebra. Replacing the last coefficient py by JJ one
obtains the Virasoro algebra with central extension e. The J&cobi identities are no longer
garantied, but one checks that they are indeed still satisfied. At this stage, we may treat
the Virasoro algebra in its own right, forget ing about the specific realisation which lead to
it. Of couise, there are many ways of arriving at the Virasoro algebra. We have chosen to
describe it through a field theoretic realisation, because this furnishes an intuitive way of
understanding higher spin generalizations, as we shall see below.

3. and Wl+go Algebras

A generalization of the Virasoro algebra containing a spin-3 generator was discovered in
[Hi], It is a nonlinear algebra since the commutator of two spin-3 generators yields, among
other terms, a term which is quadratic in spin-2 generator. This is known as the H'j algebra.
A further generalization to Wjv algebra where generators with integer spins 2,3,..., JV occur
was found in ref. [17], There are various inequivalent ways of taking an N —• co limit
of Wfj, A very simple one leading to a linear algebra, called uioo algebra was found in
ref. (6j. All the nonlinearities of the H'/yr are washed away in this algebra, and it is indeed an
inlinite dimensional Lie algebra. Geometrical interpretation of wVi is that it is the algebra
of symplectie-diffwmorphisms of a cylinder [1], as we shall see later.

A characteristic feature of % is that the commutator of a spin-i generator with a spin-j
generator yields a spin (»+Ji — 2) generator alone, and the only possible central extension is
in the Virasoro sector. A noutrivial generalization of it, called the Woo algebra, in which
central terms arise in all spin sectors, and in which the commutator of a spin-i generator with
a spin-j generator yields generators with spins ( i+ j —2), ( i+ j — 4),..., down to spin-2, was
discovered in ref. [l[. An important feature of this algebra, besides containing the central

charges in all spin sectors, is that it is indeed an infinite dimensional Lie algebra, since all
the non-linearities of the Wp/ algebra are absent, just as in the case of w<x,. The construction
of this algebra has been discussed in great detail in ref. [lj. Below, WL> shall motivate it by
considering its field theoretical realisation, as we did for the Virasoro algebra in the previous
section.

A natural way to generalize the construction of the previous section is to introduce higher
derivative analogs of (1) as follows [18]:

t=o

where a'k are for the moment arbitrary constant coefficients. Choosing a[J = — 1, yields an
expression for V°(z) which coincides with the energy momentum tensor T(z). The next
bilinear current contains terms of the form

V1 :

The sum of the two terms can be written as the derivative of the lower spin current V0, but
the difference is an independent combination. Similarly, at the next level we have

With a little effort one can show that one linear combination can be written as the derivative
the independent V1 and another linear combination can be written as the double derivative of
V°. Thus, one is left with a single independent linear combination at this level. This pattern
continues at higher levels: At level i there are (»+l) possible bilinear terms and i combination
of them can be written as derivatives of lower level terms, while only one combination is
independent. This means that, with any nondegenerate choice of the coeffecients a'k the
currents V" are garantied to give closed OPE algebra. Hy inspection we can see that the
OPE product of V" with VJ , wilt produce a sum of V'+'~k, for k = 2,4,...,j + j the last
term corresponding to the central extension. Defining the Fourier modes

"-As' (8)

one finds an algebra of the form [V^, V ]̂ ~ V^Jn + V^n
 2 + ..., with appropriate coefficients,

wilhuspin" decreasing all the way down to zero. (We shall be more precise about the con-
formal spin of the fields V'(z) below). The last term, which is the central extension, will
turn out to have a specific value due to the specific choice of realisation involving a single
complex scalar. As before, assigning an arbitrary value to the central extension, one finds
that the Jacobi identities are still satisfied by the algebra. Thus, as in the case of Virasoro



aigc'ura, we have an infinite dimensional algebra in its own right, regardless of the particular
realisation that lead to it. The algebra obtained iti this manner is the Woo algebra [1|.

Determining the structure constants is by no means an easy task. One guiding consid-
eration is to work in a basis in which the central term is diagonal in spin, i.e. nonvanishing
only Let wren any pair of equal spin generators. It turns out that, this requirement fixes
the coeffients ajn upto an overall i-dependent seal ings. With a particular choice of such an
overall scaling these coefficients are given by [18]

(9)

(10)

and the Woo algebra takes the form [1]

where

ftC l { m ) = (11)

Although it is helpful to examine the OPE products of the currents Vl(z) to determine
the structure constants j ^ , it is more advantageous to directly impose the Jacobi identities
on the algebra (10). In fact, that is what was originally done in ref. [1], where it was found
that

.«), (12)

where

(13)

and [a]n = a!/(a —n}!, while the hypergeonietric function 4^3(2) is defined by

(14)

wliere (a)n s (a + n~ l)!/(a~ 1)!. The sum terminates if any one of the parameters at, ...,a4

is zero or a negative integer. The function A^J(m,n) are related to the SL(2,R) Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, while <t>'(

3 are formally related to Wigner 6 j symbols []J.

It is worth mentioning that while VD and V1 correspond to true primary fields of con-
formal spin 2 and 3, respectively, V for i > 2 correspond to quasi-primary fields of spin i+2
since lower spin terms occur in the commutator [V^, V,|] in that case.The choice of basis is
relevant to this fact. In another basis, V'(z) may not be even quasi-primary. Also, one can
define primary fields for all I > 2 as well, but then the algebra becomes nonlinear [19].

The Woo algebra can be enlarged to contain a spin-1 generator. The resulting algebra is
called VV'i+oo algebra, and has the following form [10]

t=a

vherc

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

There exists a redefinition of the generators, involving finite number of terms at each spin
level, which enables one to truncate the Wi+oo algebra down to the Waa subalgcbra [20].
Another interesting subalgebra of the H'I-I-OC algebra, denoted by HV+OC, is obtained by
restricting the Fourier modes of the generators V^ to lie in the range in > ~t— 1.

and the structure constants are

with N'(
J(m,n) given as before, and

Currents obeying the
i) with the propagator

as follows [21,22,11]

algebra can be constructed in terms of a complex fermion

(19)

t+ l

k=V

where the coefficients ft^ are given by

(20)

(21)



with <i't as dclincd in (9). The currents V'(z) have (quasi-) conformal spins s — i + 2.

From the above realization of Wi+oo in terms of fermionic field ^>(z), one can obtain

a bosonic realisation of it in terms of a single scalar field < (̂z), through the bosonization
formulae

The result is [23]

where

First few examples are

(22)

(23)

(24)

V" = i :
(25)

4. Algebra

There exists an N = 2 supersymmetric extension of Woo algebra [11]. More precisely, it is
the superexteusion of the bosonic algebra W^,ffi IVj +«>.>n which the following supercurrents
are introduced [11]

1=0

where

(26)

(27)

with QJ. as defined in (9). Tlie currents G" have (quasi-) conformal spins s = o + 1 .

Onê  finds that the currents (7), (20) and (26) obey the super- Woo algebra, which, in terms

7

of the Fourier modes of the generators, is given by (10), (15) and Llie following relations [II]

(28)

Explicit expressions for Ca(r) and the structure constants g,... ,a can be found in ref. [l I].
The spectral flow in the above algebra, as well as its various truncations including the N — 1
supersymmetric truncation is also discussed in ref. [11].

One can choose other types of higher derivative bilinear currents giving rise to a super-
Woo algebra which isomorphic to the above one. For example, one can choose V'(i) ~
i/'*cP+lV-'- Although this gives rise to central terms between generators of different spin, this
realisation may nonthelea* have some advantages in dealing with certain problems [5,24],

The redefinition of the basis elements in (Vi+oo algebra has been discussed in ref. [20],
where it was shown that a one paramater family of isomorphic algebras can be obtained in
this way. One application of basis redefinition is to show that the spin-1 generator can be
consistently truncated, as a consequence of which one is left with Wx algebra. Recently,
these issues have been treated in great detail in ref. [25], where a one parameter family of
isomorphic super Woo algebras, denoted by super Woo(A), were also obtained. The construc-
tion of ref. [25] uses an infinite set of differential operators, and enables them to compute
explicitly the structure constants of the algebra for any value of the parameter A. These
generators are of the form [25]

(29)

where t = 0,^,1, . . . , il^''(z,6) are the generating supcrfunctions, D = $g — 0d and the
coefficients Ak(i, A) can be found in ref. [25].

A geometric interpretation of Wi^rc is that it is the algebra of smooth dilTerential op-
erators on a circle [20]. It can also be viewed as the universal enveloping algebra of the
f/(l) Kac-Moody algebra generated by V^1 = j m modulo tlie ideal j m j 0 - ;m+n = 0 [20].



Similarly, W^ can be viewed as the universal enveloping algebra of the Virasoro algebra
modulo the ideal generated by LmL* -(L0 + m)Lm+n = 0 [20]. There is also an underly-
ing SL{2, li) structure. One can first built the universal enveloping algebra of SL('l, R),
denoted by Ui(SL{2, II)), in which the generators are labeled by SL(2, R) spin j and "mag-
netic quantum number11 m < | j | . One can then extend the range of m to —oo < m < oo in
the structure constants [l]. This procedure typically gives an algebra with all conformal spins
-oo < s < oo. Remarkably, only in the case when one modes out the Ui{SL{2, R)) by the
ideal C2 = 0[l) or C2 + \ = 0 [10], where Cg is the second Casimir operator of SL{2, R), that
one obtains an infinite dimensional algebra in which only positive spin generators occur. In
fact, those are precisely the W,*, and H î+oo algebras, respectively. Dramatic simplifications
occur in the structure constants of U L(S L(1, R)) algebra moded by the ideal C2 + -fg = 0.
However, this algebra, associated with the so called symplecton, singleton or metaleptic rep-
resentation of SI.{2, R), does not admit extension to a WMike algebra in which generators
of a given spin would correspond to a (quasi) primary conforma) field [1].

It would be interesting to apply the above considerations to the case of universal envelop-
ing algebras of any Lie (super) algebra. In this context, see the interesting work of Fradkin
and Linetsky [26]. See also ref. [27], where an SU(N) structure is introduced by adding new
generators V^'a where the index a = l,...,p2 — 1 labels the adjoint representation of SU(p).
The generator V»~ '" obeys the affine su(p) algebra with level it. The N = 2 supersymmetric
version of this algebra, contains the generators V̂ J, VJJ, Vi'*, Gf' and G> , where the index
A = l,...,p labels the fundamental representation of SU(p). In the bosonk case, V and
V'-9 can be combined to represent the p* dimensional representation of U(p), denoted by
V"-r, (r = 0,1, ...,p2 — 1), and the currents (7) are now replaced by

T i

A,B=1 i=0

(30)

where 7^fl are the generators of U{p) in the fundamental representation. The algebra
generated by these currents is called W£,, and it can be viewed as the large N limit of the
Grasstnannian cosct model Gjv(p) = SU(p+ l)n/SU(p)n®U(l) [28]. The large p limit of
W&, takes the form [28]

where k = (Jti.'b) and i — ('i>^2)- 0 " e c»n show that this algebra describes symplectic
diffcomorphisms it) four dimensions [28].

5. Topological Algebra

The N = 2 super-
algebra which we call

algebra described above can be twisted to give a topological
[12], The idea is to identify one of the fermionic generators as

the nilpotcut BRST charge Q, and to define bosonic generators whirl] can be wrill.cn in the
form V̂J, == {Q,something}. This is the higher-spin generalization of the property that holds
for the energy-momentum tensor of a topological field theory. A suitable candidate for the
BRST charge is

Q = -G"_j. (32)

Inspired by the twisting of the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra, we then define the generators
of W£p to be G j , and define V*, as follows

V i - . - W . G | . + 1 } - (33)

It can be easily shown that these generators form a closed algebra. Finding the structure
constants requires more work. Towards that end, from (33) we first find

(34)

With respect to the new energy-tnomentum tensor V°(z) the (qitasi)conformal spin of the
fields V*(z) is shifted up by a half. After some algebra, we then find that the w!£p algebra
takes the form [12]

(35)

} = 0 ,

where

2i(m+t + l) ,_,,>
2t + l "'

(36)

Note that the structure constants for [V^, G' , ] are the same as those for if'.' Vtf't, and

that the algebra is centerless. Furthermore, one can show that V'̂ 's generate the diagonal
subalgebra in Woo X H r̂+oo with vanishing central charge. A field theoretic realisation of
H ^ p is given in ref. [12].

6. Contraction of li'oo Down to w.^

There exists an interesting contraction of all the W algebras discussed above. Consider
for simplicity Wl+go algebra. A rescaling of the form V*n -> q~'v'm followed by the limit
q —* 0 yields the following remarkably simple result:

ki - ( '+ l )nK + i + ^(m*-m)«"'V-X+.10, (37)
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where v'm now represent the Fourier modes of a true primary field of < on formal spin (i + 2),
and i > -1 and —oo < m < oo. This is known as the ur ,̂ algebra. Note that alt the
lower spin terms on the right hand side arc now absent, and that all the central charges have
also disappeared except in the Virasoro sector. The above algebra has the nice geometric
interpretation [G{ as the symplectic diifeomorphisms of a cylinder (l|. (In two dimensions
symplcctic dilTcomorphisms coincide with are area-preserving diffeomorphisms). In general,
the symplectic diffeomorphisms of a 2n dimensional symplectic manifold ar^ those which
leave the symplectic structure (a non-degenerate 2-forra) invariant, and they are easily shown
to be generated by vector fields of the form £• = n**5^A, where 0"' are the components of
the inverse of the sympleclic 2-form, and A is an arbitrary function. The generator of the
symplectic-diffeomorphisms can be written as

"A =
(38)

These generators obey the algebra [i>A,,t>/Vj] = "Aj where the composition parameter A3 is
given by the Poisson bracket A3 = O'^AidnAj. Let us now consider the case of a cylinder
and define a complete set of functions on the cylinder S1 x R with coordinates 0 < x < 2x
and — 00 < y < 00 as follows

Expanding Afar.y) = £ , m A^u^,, and defining the Fourier modes of the generators as

"A = T,i,m h'mv'mi o n e finJs t n a t

vt
m=W%u<mda (40)

It can be easily shown that these generators obey the centerless part of the Waa algebra (37).
In rcf. [23], on quite general grounds, it was found that the sympleclic-algebra of a Riemann
surface of genus g admitted a 2g parameter central extension. Since the cylinder has genus
one, we expect that the algebra admits a one parameter central extension. From the formula
in ref. [29], one can check that it indeed has the form given in (37). We next consider the
contraction of the N = 2 super W^ algebra down to the corresponding super w^ algebra.
To this end w<; perform the rescalings

I / '
m

vi
G"

Ga

-* q [v

- q-'(v

-» «-'<?

, 1

t 1

•v'a,

*\/2.

Taking the limit q —> 0 in the N = 2 super H ô algebra given in (10), (15) and (28) yields
the result [30)f

( 4 2 )

In fact, this is the algebra of symplectic diffeomorpliisnis on a (2,2) superplane, i.e. a plane
of two bosonic and two fermionic dimensions [30]. The A' = 1 super u ^ algebra can be
obtained from the above algebra by truncation, or directly as an algebra of the symplectic
diffeomorphisms of a (2,1) superplane [30,31]. For i = j = a = f} = 0, the algebra (42)
reduces to the well known N = 2 supercon formal algebra.

7. Gravity

It is natural to look for L&grangian field theories in which the IV symmetries of the kind
we have discussed so far are realised. In the case of Virasoro symmetry, the classic example
is the Polyakov type L&grangi&n

'--y-- (43)

where k'> is the inverse of the worldsheet metric A,;, (i,j = 0,1), A = ticthjj and ^ is a real
scalar. This Lagrangian clearly possesses the 21) diffeomorphism and Wcyl symmrtries. In a
conformal gauge the residua] symmetry becomes the Virasoro symmetry. Generalizations of
this Lagrangian in which W symmetry is realised, have been constructed, and although they
are not purely gauge theories of W algebras, they have been called W gravity Lagrangians,
motivated by the fact that they are invariant under local W symmetries. Mere, we shall
present selected few examples of these Lagrangian field theories.

To generalize (43), it is convenient to first fix its Weyl symmetry so that we are left with
diffcomorphism symmetry. A convenient gauge choice in which h is a perfect st|uarc is as
follows

1 .). (44)

' To obtain this result, it is sufficient to know thai g'J = jj* = (>+l)m-(i-H)n, b°p - i°ff = 1, t""(r,i) =
"V (2a+l)»], aj" = -ajf = ^ , <(m,r) = «'•(»»,r) = I[(2tt + l)m-(ii + 2)r].

12



when; tin; light-cone coordinate bases defined by x* = ( I ° ± I 1 ) is used. In this gauge, the
Lagraiigian (i;S) reduces to

(45)

It turns otit to be very useful to rewrite this Lagrangian in the following first order form

(46)

(47)

where J± are auxiliary fields which obey the field equations

These equations define a set of nested covariant derivatives [32], Solving for J± and sub-
stituting into (46) indeed yields (45). Thus the two Lagrangians are classically equivalent,
though in principal they may be quantum inequivalent. The action of the Lagrangian (46) is
invariant under 2D diffeomorphism transformations, with a general parameter k+(x+,x~),
given by [13]

ty = k+J_

ft__ = 0

SJ+ = 0,

(48)

and 20 diffeomorphiisms with parameters it_(i+ , J ~ ) , which can be obtained from the above
transformations by changing + *-» — everywhere.

The W symmetric generalization of (46) is now remarkably simple. With the further
generalization to the case in which the fields (f> and J± take their values in the Lie algebra
of SU{N) the answer can be written as follows [13]

c =tr{--
(49)

Note that Ao+ =

reads

and Ao— = h The equations of motion for (lie auxiliary fields now

(50)
J-= 8-+-

13

The Lagrangian (49) possesses the W-symnietry with parameters
(48) as follows

, x ) that generalize

j = 0

-t = 0
(51)

6 J+ = 0,

and W transformations with parameters Jfc+((x4,x~) which can be obtained from above by
the replacement + «-» — everywhere. It is important to note that we must set

(52)

to ensure the tracelessness 6$ and ij± in the transformation rules above.

The Lagrangian (49) has also Stueckelberg type shift symmetries which arise due to the
fact that for SU{N), only ( N - l ) Casimirs of the form tr(J±) '+2 are really independent,
while the rest can be factorise into products of these Casimirs. There is not a simple way
to write down the resulting symmetries for any value of Ar; one must consider each case
separately. To see how this works, consider for example, the case of SU(3). It is sufficient
to consider, say, the left-handed fields, since all results hold independently also for the right-
handed fields. We observe that, for 51/(3), the terms contaling the left-handed gauge fields
in the Lagrangian can be written as ( dropping the handedncss subscripts)

C(A) = -l2 (53)

where X and Y are themselves pruducts of W J and/or tr73 factors. For example, since
trJ4 = j(trJ*)2 , this implies that X% = j t r J 2 . It is now easy to see that the Lagrangian
(49) has the following symmetry

, 2

•7+2£

(54)

SAt = ot, t> 2,

14
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when: at(x+,x~] is an arliilrary parameter. This symmetry can be used to set A±i = 0 for

( > 2. If we also set fc±( = 0 for t > 2 then from (51) we see that A±t, ' > 3 remain zero for

all k±n and k±l transformations, while /l±2 remains zero provided we make a compensating

or±2 transformation given by

a±2 = 2Aild^k±l-2ki:iAfA±i. (55)

This means that, while the transformation rule for A±\ receives no modifications, the trans-

formation rule for A±o does receive a modification given by

(56)

where, as was noted above, we have X2 = ^ t r j 2 . Putting all these together one finds the

gauge theory of nonchiral IVj, which can be found in ref. [13], which appears to be equivalent

to that of ref. |32). (In the latter reference, the Lagrangian exhibits the spin-2 symmetry in

a covariant fashion, whereas in our case all spin symmetries, including gpin-2, are treated on

equal footing.) Our Lagrangian has additional symmetries, called the /? and 7 symmetries,

whose origin and role is not quite clear so far.

There exists an interesting chiral truncation of the W gravity theory discussed above.

It is achieved by setting A+i = 0. In that case from (50) we have J+ = d+^ and J- —

d-<f>— Y^t>o ^-( t r(5+^) '+ 1 . In this case, it is more convenient to work in second order

formalism. Thus, substituting for J± into the Lagrangian (49), we obtain [13]

L ~ U (57)

where we have used the notation A-i = At. This Lagrangian has the following symmetry

(131

(58)

> = 0

The Lagrangian (57) has also the appropriate Stueckelberg symmetry. Using this symmetry

one ('an oUtii.i» [13] the chiral H'3 gravity of ref. [33). Note that the interaction term in this

Lagrangian has the form of a gauge field x conserved current y£jtr(y+^)'+*. It is important

to note that the OPE of these currents do not form a closed algebra, while they do close

with respect to E'oisson bracket. Hence, the ui^, symmetry described above is a classical

symmetry, as expected.

The nonchiral <!>«, gravity decribed in (40), (50) and (51) is a light-cone formulation of

a covariant w^ gravity which needs to be defined. One way to do this is to introduce extra

15

degrees of freedom at each spin level, removable by newly introduced symmetries, so that

the gauge Reids transform as irreducible representations of the 21) Lorcnlz group . Thus,

spin j gauge field can be represented by e/"" ' " ' which is symmetric and traceless in the

indices ai...a,_i. In the light-cone basis, this means that they are all ,+ 's or -'s. Since, the

index ;* takes the values ± , the gauge fields contain four components at each .spin level.

Therefore, passage from the nonchiral theory where the gauge fields have two components

to a covariant theory, one needs to introduce two extra components at each spin level. They

can be removed by the Lorcntz and Weyl type symmetries present at each spin level. The

action and transformation rules of covariant ui^, gravity obtained in this way can be found

in ref. [34]. The same results were already derived in ref. [35J by gauging of the w.:x, algebra.

It should be noted that Wgo symmetry is realised nonlinearly on the scalar field <f> m

'I'OO gravity theories described above. This situation can be descibed in terms of a cosct

construction which provides a geometrical picture. We have already noted that W)+ao algebra

can be linearly realised as the algebra of symplectic diffeomorphisnis of a cylinder. Let the

coordinates of the cylinder be (x = i + , y ) . From (39) we see that y independent functions

correspond to the spin-1 generator u"1, which is the only generator to be added to » „ to

obtain u>i+oo. Thus, suppressing the irrelevant x~ dependence, the t/-independent scalar

field 4>{i) can be considered as parametrising the cosct Wi+oo/foo- (For simplicity, we

consider the case of a single scalar. The general case follows straightforwardly.) For a

general noninfinitesimal symplectic transformation, the action on a scalar field f(x,y) is

given by

where A( I , J / ) is the arbitrary parameter, and the Poisson bracket is defined in (x,y) space.

The coset representative is obtained by setting A(x,y) = <i>(x). Considering the action of

the group element with an infinitesimal parameter A, the change in <j> is found by standard

methods to be

H = (e-Ad*X)f=0, (60)

where setting y = 0 amounts to restriction to the cosel direction. For the choice X = ktyt+],

this transformation rules yields the promised result: 6<j> = k((0+tj>)t+>. In a similar fashion, it

can be shown that the transformation rule of the scalar in the nonchiral theory ran be viewed

as a special symplectic diffcomorphism of a four dimensional manifold with coordinates

x+,x-,y,y[l3].

From the commutation rules (37), it can be seen that the coset space wi+!X/woc is not

a symmetric space. In particular, the coset generators do not form a representation of the

subalgebra w^. Hence, some features of the general theory of nonlinear realisations are going

to be non-standard. Instead, one could start from the symmetric coset space w~i+ao/Vtr+

[36], where the + on tei+oo indicates the restriction of the Fourier modes of the generators

vin to m> —(— 1, while the + on Vir denotes the restriction of the. Virasoro generators f",
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to HI > - 1 . Here, the cosct generators do form a representation of the subalgehra l ' ir+ , but
the ctisct is infinite dimensional, which means the inlruduction of infinitely many Goldstone
fields. H turns out that, all but those which lie at the "left edge of the wedge", i.e. <fil_i-\ can
be eliminated by the imposition of suitable constraints [36]. In particular, the transformation
of the scalar <t>^1 turns out to be exactly the nonlinear transformation rule of the scalar <j>
we encountered above in Wx, gravity [36]. However, now there is an infinite chain of scalar
fields, all of which are arising in a geometrical fashion, and this may open up interesting new
possibilities with regard to the field theoretic realisation of w^ symmetry.

So far we have described the classical w^a gravity. Recently, quantum w^ gravity was
studied, and it was found that infinitely many countering are needed in order to remove
matter dependent anomalies |37). Remarkably, these counlerterms correspond precisely to
a renormalisation of the classical ur,*, currents to quantum Woo currents. For example, the
classical spin-4 current \(d<f>)* renormaliscs to the quantum spin-4 current of the form given
in (25). In n'f, [37], it is further shown that the matter independent gauge anomalies are
cancelled by the ghost contributions.

8. Gravity

The gauge field x conserved current form of the chiral u)oo gravity Lagrangian discussed
above suggests a Woo gravity Lagrangian of similar form. To this end, let us consider the
following Lagrangian,

-(j>+Y^AiVi, (61)

where V now represent the Wag current given in (7). This Lagr&ngian is indeed W^ sym-
metric. The transformation rule for the scalar can be derived by considering its Poisson
bracket with the current. Fquivalenlly, when appropriate {see below), one can instead use
the Oi'H rules. For example, using OPE, the transformation rule for the scalar field can be
obtained as follows

(62)

•>0 1=0

where the basic OPE rule (3) has been used. To derive the transformation property of the
gauge fields, it is convenient to first derive the transformation of the curent V* and then
demand the invariance of the Lagrangian (61). To this end we need to know the OPE of two
currents. This is known to be [1,10,14]

V'MV'iw) ~ -f^f%{d,,dv)(V' '_ <U>))-(-central terms, (63)
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where

(64)

Note that A/jJ(m,n) is obtained from A^;(m,ii) by picking up the leading component, with
total degree (t+l) in m and n.

To derive the classical tranformation rule of the current V" which is bilinear in scalar
field, we must consider only the singular and field dependent terms in the OPE above, since
that would correspond to a single contraction of the scalar field, giving results equivalent to
those obtainable by using the Poisson bracket. (The central terms which we need to omit
correspond to double contraction of the scalar fields.) With this in mind, we obtain

(65)
-E/.

t>oJ

The invariance of the Lagrangian (61) is now seen to be achieved by letting the gauge fields
to transform as

i+2t

Yl fu~'+UVA,dk)Aiki-i+u.
>=o

<66)

where dj\ and d*, which replace m and n, are the d+ derivatives acting on A and k, respec-
tively. Writing SAi — 3-ki + SAi, we observe that SAi is a co-adjoint transformation of Ai,
while V" transforms in the adjoint representation of W^,; i.e. f (SAiV + AiSV 1 = 0. Un-
like the case of finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebras, one must distinguish between the
adjoint and co-adjoint representations of Woa since there is no Cart.an Killing metric avail
able to raise or lower indices. One consequence of this is that whereas the transformation

(65) of V" under kj for given i and j involves a finite number of terms, the transformation
(66) of Ai under kj will involve an infinite number. The simultaneous gauging of both the
left-handed and the right-handed W&, symmetries is also possible. The results, which are
rather analogous to those of u»oo gravity, can be found in [MJ.

9. Various Applications of u x and 11M Algebras

So far we have primarily discussed the structure of various VKxi algebras, and their
gauging. There are various applications of w^ or Woo algebras where these structures are
relevant. The ultimate application would be the construction of a W-string or W-menibrane
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theory. Ik-low we shall comment briefly on a selected Few topics with regard to the application

of W-symmetry.

1. tuoo arises as a symmetry algebra of at(oo) Toda theory, which itself arises from a particular
reduction of the 41) self-dual gravity equation [8]. In ref. [8], these results are obtained from a
Wess-Znmino-Witten model by Hamiltonian reduction procedure. It should also be pointed
out that self-dual metrics of a sp&cetime with signature (2,2) are the ones that arise as
consistent backgrounds for N = 2 supersymmetric string theory [9].

2. It has been shown that the Poisson bracket algebra of an important, integrablc hierarchy
of nonlinear partial diffcreantial equations known as the KP hierarchy, is isomorphic to the
W]+oo algebra (24]. Furthermore, it is known that another Wi+Oo algebra, which commutes
with the first one arises as the symmetry algebra of the KP hierarchy [4,5]. These facts play
an important role in the ticmperturbalive analysis of d = 1 string theory.

The KP hierarchy is neatly formulated in terms of the pseudo-differential operator

Q =

where £*, i = 0,1,2, . . . arc functions of i ] = x,
variables" Xt,xs,.... Defining the Hamilton ians as

(67)

= y, x$ = t and the "higher time

(68)

where the residue is defined to be the coeffient of 8 1, the KP equations are simply the
Hamiltonian flows

P~ = {«, *«}• (69)

with respect to the following Poisson bracket

where [38]

(70)

1=0

The TI = 1 equation is content-free, while the n = 2,3 equations together imply the well
known KP equation dz(tif + fiuuz + uZIZ) = ±3u ( > where u = <joi ut = Jj, uz = jjj, etc. The
flows (69) commute, i.e. {Tim, W»} = 0, which shows that the KP hierarchy is integrable.
It has been shown that the Poisson bracket algebra (70) is isomorphic to the OPE algebra
of fermionic bilinears : ^d 1 "'^ :, i.e. the following correspondence exists [24]
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On the other hand, the OPE algebra of these bilinears is just the VV]+00 algebra, There exists
another Wj + o o symmetry which commutes with this one, and arises as the iion-isospectral
flow of the KP potentials qi (4,5). We refer the reader to (5] for a discussion of how this
symmetry can be utilized in the formulation of the matrix model approach to 2D gravity.
A basic connection is the identification of the partition function of the 2D gravity with a
suitable function of certain KP potentials.

3. Perhaps one of the most important applications of W symmetry is the construction of a
possible W string theory. So far, most of the studies on IV algebras have primarily aimed at
a better understanding of their algebraic structure, and there have been very few attempts
to build a W string theory. This, indeed, seems to be a rather nonlrivial challenge. In
|3], various aspects of a possible W string theory were conjectured, with emphasis on IVj.
The critical dimension for Wj string was suggested to be d = 100. In particular, it was
conjectured that massltM target space higher spin fields should occur in the spectrum. More
recently, the issues of physical states in a WH string theory with emphasis on Wj has been
investigated withing the f&mework of a specific matter coupling to W gravity [39]. Consider d
free scalars X1, and the fields #i , & coming from the W3 gravity sector. The spin-2 generator
of W3 algebra is the total energy momentum tensor given by

T(z) = - j
(73)

where a | = (\2ct\+ 0^)121, Cm is the central charge of the matter fields (i.e. d, for d free
scalars), a\ = 3ao/2 and Qc — —49/4 [39]. The observation made in ref. [39] is that, since <t>\

occurs only through its energy-momentum tensor T\ in the expression for the spin-3 current
of pure Wj gravity, a natural way to couple matter fields X' is to make the replacement
T\ —* T\+Tx in that expression. In this way one arrives at the following spin-3 generator
[39]

W = •^•i((9<hf-^a2(dth){(^<h) + 128fo(ri +Tx)-l2iajd(Ti + TX), (74)

where 62 = 22+\a(\-U<''iY ^ ' ^
scalar (tachyon) mode of the string

t ' l e n cons'<*era t n c following operator which creates a

VT{z) = e'9*e'ix. (75)

Phsical state conditions imposes restrictions on /? and k. It turns out that a tachyon occurs
for d > ^, and thus the lower critical dimension is d = j [39]. The upper critical dimension
in which a full symmetry betwen the usual coordinates and the IV3 gravity coordinate arises
turns out to be d = ^ [39]. The full spectrum and other salient features of an off-critical W

string is not known at present.
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Then, tlicre is tin- question of what an W^ string theory would be like. Those
which arise in IV'jv siring as a consequence of the nonlinear nature of the WH algebra may
disappear, and new features having to do with the infinite JV limit may arise. We would like
to conjecture that in a super W^ string theory, the target space spectrum will contain an
infinite tower of higher spin gauge fields, gauging an infinite dimensional higher spin algebra
which contains the usual Poincare or anti de Sitter superalgebras as a subalgebra. If we
a»sumc that the motivations of Pradkin and Vasiliev [40] for considering the anti de Sitter
rather then Poincare based higher spin algebras persist also in a Wo, string theory, then it is
reasonable to try construct the generators of the FVadkin-Vasiliev type higher spin algebra
from the W^, structures on the worldsheet, and show that they obey the correct algebra at
the quantum level.

4. Sytnpleclic difleoinorphisms of a surface also arises in membrane theories as a residual
symmetry group in a light-cone gauge [41]. Consider the membrane action

/ = (76)

where i — r,a,p labels the coordinates of the membrane world-volume with metric jr,j, and
,V, where ft = (),...,<f-l, are the coordinates of a d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime
with metric ij>llr. The action is evidently invariant under the reparametrization of the world-
volume, 6al - ('• Imposing the following gauge conditions [42]

X* « T, y = -A , (77)

where A"+ ~ A-(X° +X'i~t), k = detg^, and a = <7,/i, we are left as a residual symmetry
with the syrtiplcctic diffeotnorphisms of the membrane satisfying the condition d.(" = 0. To
maintain the above gauges, one finds that, at least locally, g°" must have the form

where w is a time-dependent gauge potential which transforms as

(78)

(79)

Ik-re \(T,<T,P) is an arbitrary gauge parameter. With the gauge choices (77), and recalling
(78), one can show that the membrane action (76) reduces to

1 = JdTJj*Jp[iD0X'D0X'-l-{X',X>}{Xr,X'}], r , a = l J - 2 , (80)

where D0X
r = doX' + {w, A'r). The action (76) is invariant under

iXT = -{A,A' r}, (81)
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Thus we see that the action (76) is the gauge theory in one dimension (tiini-) of the sym-
plectic diffeomorphisms of the membrane. The role of the usual trace is played by J dodp,
and Yang-Mills commutator is replaced by the Poisson bracket {,}. Typically spherical or
toroidal membranes have been considered so far. Perhaps, one should consider a cylindrical
membrane, and investigate the role of W&, symmetry in the theory. It would be interesting
to see if the membrane theory is integrable under any circumstances and if the represen-
tation theory of wx could be utilized in analysing the quantum theory. It would also be
interesting to determine the quantum fate of uioj, symmetry and see whether it deforms to
Woo symmetry in a manner similar to the one encountered in the study of tVoo gravity [37].
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